
When time is of the essence, your harness shouldn’t slow you down.

Quality-manufactured at CMC Rescue in California, the innovative and 
unique no-step design of the CMC / Roco Work-Rescue Harness makes 
it extraordinarily easy to don and doff. Contrasting interior and exterior 
color distinctions also expedite the process. 

Ergonomically-formed JackBack padding in the shoulders, waist and 
legs, features breathable D3 cloth, with contoured and molded ventilation 
channels for added comfort. 

Aluminum hardware helps make this harness remarkably lightweight. 
ANSI-rated Cobra buckles are quick to connect and disconnect, and 
designed not to open when loaded. 

The Work-Rescue Harness offers a perfect balance of donning/doffing 
speed, lightweight materials, and overall comfort for rescuers, rope  
access technicians, tower climbers and other rope professionals working 
in the demanding vertical environment.

WORK-RESCUE HARNESS
Engineered, Designed and Manufactured to Exacting Standards by CMC Rescue / Roco Rescue

ITEM # SIZE WAIST

202672 Small 26–30 in (66–76 cm)

202674 Regular 30–44 in (76–112 cm)

202675 X-Large 42–48 in (107–122 cm)

TESTED. PROVEN. TRUSTED.

INFORMATION
CMC Rescue, Inc.

800 235 5741 | 805 562 9120

email | info@cmcrescue.com
cmcrescue.com

UL Classified to NFPA 1983,  
Class III and ANSI Z359.1

WEIGHT 5 LB, 6 0Z  (2.4 KG)

While the dorsal D-ring adjusts to be 
positioned properly on each individual, 
it’s also designed to not slide up when 
loaded. If the force of loading the 
harness, under either normal use or 
during a fall, slides a dorsal D-ring  
up toward the back of the user’s head, 
web over the shoulders can pinch  
the user’s neck. 

Not only is this uncomfortable, it can 
even compromise carotid arteries with 
severe results. Fixing the dorsal D-ring 
to the rear waist portion of the harness 
prevents this from occurring and peak 
impact force is absorbed by the pelvis 
and the thighs, rather than the back, 
increasing rescuer comfort and safety.

THE ADVANTAGES OF  
A FIXED DORSAL D-RING
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INDICATOR 
located on 
harness back.

JACK BACK™ 
padding with 
breathable D3 
cloth keeps 
shoulder straps 
separated for 
easy donning

ALUMINUM  
D-RINGS 
for lightweight  
comfort  

GEAR LOOPS 
enable quick  

access to  
equipment 

ALUMINUM
COBRA  
BUCKLES
for donning  
and doffing  
ease 

STERNAL D-RING  
for tower climbing,  

limited fall  protection,  
or hoist operations  

(ANSI Rated)

FIXED DORSAL  
D-RING

(ANSI Rated)

UNIQUE  
COAT-STYLE  

ENTRY  
prevents possible  

contamination from footwear 
with no need to step over  

or through the harness

ATTACHMENT  
POINTS  
at six locations
n	front
n	sides
n	rear travel  
 restraint loop
n	sternal
n	dorsal

LEG LOOPS 
adjust quickly  
for maximum 

comfort 


